Construction of SDF Building in CSEZ - Fire Fighting and Protection
System
Minutes of Pre-bid Meeting
Tender No: WAP/ENVT/CSEZ/H-3082/2019/04 dated 31.05.2019
Date & Time: 14.06.2019 at 11:00 AM
Venue: WAPCOS Limited, CSEZ Project Office, Kakkanad
Members Present:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Sl.
No
1

Mr. Dharmarajan. P, Intek Security Systems
Mr. Akhil K, Allies Fire System
Mr. Antony Sobin, Aag India Pvt Ltd
Mr. Rahul, Fire Kool
Queries raised by Agencies

Clarification by WAPCOS

BOQ: Sl. No 11:
The IS number given in the BoQ is a
Butterfly valve ISI marking and IS 780 typographical error. It may be taken as IS
is mentioned, but IS standard is 13095. 13095, which is the correct one.
Make of butterfly valve is not The make of the item may be taken as the
mentioned, so shall we consider the same as of Sluice & Non –Return Valve
same make of Sluice & Non–Return
Valve
All manufacturers does not have ISI You may supply any one of the given makes
marking
which is having ISI mark.

2

Make of SV/NRV- Zonota mentioned.
So please confirm it is Zoloto only

The make given - zonoto is a typographical
error. It may be read as Zoloto.

4

Sl.No.17, Hydrant Valve Specification

The item is only Single headed Stainless
Steel metal, which is suitable for item no. 20

5

Sl.no.18, Hose reel specification - No, You may supply as per the specification
Thermoplast hose can used?
given in the item which is costlier than
thermoplast hose

6

Sl.no.34/35, Sprinkler with flexible
drop is considered or not?

7

Sl.No.40,
Newage
does
not Yes, Kanex make is agreeable
manufacture
extinguisher,
hence
Kanex/Safex
may
include
as
alternative.

Yes, it is considered.

Sl.
No
8
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Clarification by WAPCOS

9

NOC matters clarity is required (there
may be some work in the scope of
civil contractor also)

10

Payment term; request to provide as per Payment terms is as per NIT only
CPWD norms (same percentage for all
items)

Sl.no.47, Fire alarm panel specification Two way communication system (Pressing
and S. no.63, two way communication type) of same manufacturers of the panel
system specification clarity requires
shall be included and integrated with the
panel.
The drawing containing the civil component
will be issued for obtaining fire approval.
Any modification required for civil work
will be done by civil agency.

Sd/General Manager (SEZ)

